The open-toe foot makes it easier to see the quilting when working with small designs.

Relax your hands. If you keep a tight grip, your hands will get tired.

Be sure to take frequent breaks to keep your eyes focused.

Practice drawing the designs at the same size in which you will be quilting.

Any big design can be adapted into a small one.

Some micro-quilting designs work best in regulated mode and some work better in manual mode.

Intricate and small designs should be quilted at a slower needle speed.

To keep angles and corners from rounding, hesitate at the point for a couple of stitches before moving on.

Use a shorter stitch length in regulated mode when doing micro designs.

Being closer to the fabric with your hands, arms and eyes, makes it easier to quilt small designs. HQ Micro Handles are ideal for this.

Keep a familiar round object in mind when quilting designs with repetitive, circular shapes, this will help you be consistent.

Turning off the handlebar lights when quilting with threads that are similar in color to the fabric will help you see your quilting path better.

Adding a Handi Light will help make the shadows of the design more visible.

Don’t worry about perfection when micro-quilting. Imperfections will not be noticeable on these small designs.